AN AGAPE OF DISTINCT AND NATURAL LIVING
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Chembta Peak
The tallest peak in the Banasura hills, the Chembra Peak, is as alluring as it is
mysterious and brings with it a sense of contentment. For all those who make
the climb, all the way 2100 metres above the sea level, there is a prize awaiting
a bird's eye view of Wayanad, and a chance to dine in the pantheon of the Gods.

Close to 1000 acres of uninhibited forest land await you to come and lose
yourself in the lap of nature. Located along the banks of the Kabini River, the
island is home to some of the most exotic birds and plants known to mankind.

13ana�uta Sagat Dam
The second largest dam in Asia and the largest earth dam in India are amongst
some of the titles that are bestowed upon the Banasura Dam. While the dam
itself is home to a small hydel-power plant, it has created a green surrounding
rich in tropical plants and birds.

ITTeenmutti Watet fall�
The road to Ooty is picturesque and well-structured and along this very route is
the Meenmutty Waterfalls. Four hundred feet in height along with a two
ki lometre long jungle trek , the scenic beauty of the place will make for a
spectacular experience if nothing else.

L

Katlad Cake Wayanad
Wayanad is one of the most beautiful retreat of Kerala. The district of Wayanad
is spread over an area of over 2000 sq km and stands at an altitude ranging
from 700 to 2100 m above sea level.

Soochipata Watetfall�
Located deep within the forests of Wayanad, the Soochipara Waterfalls are a
delight to the seri ous voyager. The cliff face of the three-tiered waterfalls is an
ideal spot to test the adventurer in you.

